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these the curve may be drawn. The curve could, of course, be more accurately determined by using more points.
Many curves could be drawn that would not serve for tooth outlines; but, given any curve that will serve, the corresponding curve may be found. There would be, therefore, almost an infinite number of curves that would fulfill the requirements of correct tooth outlines. But in practice two kinds of curves are found so convenient that they are most commonly, though not exclusively, used. They are cycloidal and involute curves.
200. Cycloidal Tooth Outlines.—It is assumed that the character of cycloidal curves and method of drawing them is understood.
In Fig. 202, let b and c be the pitch circles of a pair of wheels, always in contact at be. Also, let m be the describing circle in contact with both at the same point. M is the describing point. When one curve rolls upon another, the centro of their relative motion is always their point of contact. For, since the motion of rolling excludes slipping, the two bodies must be stationary relative to each other, at their point of contact; and bodies that move relative to each other can have but one such stationary point in common—their centro. When, therefore, m rolls in or upon b or c, its centro relatively to either is their point of contact. The point M3 therefore, must describe curves whose direction at any point is at right angles to a line joining that point to the point of contact of m with the pitch circles. Suppose the two circles b and c to revolve about their centers, being always in contact at be; suppose m to rotate at the same time about its center, the three circles being always in contact at one point and having no slip. The point M will then describe simultaneously a curve, V9 on the plane of b, and a curve, cf, on the plane of c. Since M describes the curves simultaneously, it will always be the point of contact between them in any position. And since the point M moves always at right angles to a line which joins it

